
Boost the heat for instant results
The 4 kw powerful wok burner generates maximum heat through the triple 
crown burner so your cooking gets faster. Heat and speed are vital ingredients 
in ethnic cuisine. The wok burner generates a surge of extra power when you 
need it.

The hands-free hood
This gas hob is uniquely equipped with Hob2Hood. This feature enables you to 
switch on your cooker hood and lights as you start cooking on your hob. You 
can even use the hob to regulate the fan. Keeping your hands focused on your 
cooking.

Warning buzzer if flame is left on
The Acoustic Buzzer emits a warning sound to alert you 
if a control knob is left on for a long period of time. It will 
also emit a warning sound if the gas is left on.

Timer allows greater control
The hob comes complete with a convenient Minute Minder, allowing you to 
monitor the progress of your cooking and always stay in absolute control of the 
food you’re creating.

Heat indicators for instant information
No more guessing if your burners are turned on or off. LED Indicators clearly 
show if the knobs are turned on or off. And a useful residual heat indicator 
offers instant visual feedback on whether any pan supports are still hot.

The AEG gas hob with FlameLight adds a new level of safety and confidence 
to cooking with gas. The bright LED lights tell you at a glance if a burner is 
turned on or off, and if a pan support is still hot after use. So you can 
concentrate on making great-tasting food.

More confidence in the flame
The AEG gas hob with FlameLight adds a new level of safety and confidence 
to cooking with gas. The bright LED lights tell you at a glance if a burner is 
turned on or off, and if a pan support is still hot after use. So you can 
concentrate on making great-tasting food.

Product Benefits & Features

• Gas on glass hob
• Steel capped control knobs
• Rotary controls
• Cast iron pan supports
• Automatic integrated ignition
• Safety gas cut off using thermocouples

Flamelight Gas on Glass Hob 60 cm
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Hobs Dimensions 590x520
Aperture dimensions HxWxD in mm 40x560x480
Radius cutting 10
Max power gas, W 8900
Cord Length 1.1
Hob safety Thermocouple
Dial 3900W/128mm
Rear - Power/Diameter 2000W/80mm
Right front - Power/Diameter 1000W/65mm
Right rear - Power/Diameter 2000W/80mm
Gas supply: natural gas G20 (2H) 20 mbar

Gas replacement G30/G31 (3+) 28-30/37 mbar, With 
Additional Injectors

Gas replacement G30/G31 (3B/P) 30/30 mbar, with 
additional injectors

Residual heat indicator No
Led Colour Red
ProdPartCode All Open

Product Specification
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